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entertainment tailored to meet our
clients’ individual needs. We recognize
that our clients are unique individuals
with varying requests. During the affair,
the enjoyment and involvement of the
guests is our #1 priority. Each one of our
entertainers are extremely talented and
can produce more excitement at your
event than you could ever imagine.
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MC & DANCERS

THE COMPANY
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ejthedj is a company committed
ejthedj
to providing upbeat, sophisticated
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ejthedj entertainment group is comprised of
professional entertainers with industry-related
experience and/or performing arts backgrounds
acquired at respected universities. They work
together to provide professional, live, interactive
entertainment.
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STUDIO E

BAND & MUSICIANS

With a wide variety of musical styles and instrumentation, ejthedj is able to provide an ensemble for
your event. Our unique, upbeat multi-talented musicians have an extremely varied range of style from
Motown to Marley, 80s Rock, Rolling Stones, Frank Sinatra to Outkast.

Come down to studio e for your next video shoot. Record hot new tracks in our state of the art sound
studio. Gather your dance troupe for weekly rehearsals in our spacious, mirrored dance studio.
We can accommodate your needs, whatever they may be. Come down for a tour of our space.

Add a percussionist to a DJ package to liven things up or an electric violinist during your cocktail hour to
create conversation. We will work with you to fine tune the music at your event.
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DANCE FLOORS

LIGHTING
Altman Building NYC
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Cipriani NYC

Hologram Dance Floor

White Dance Floor

LED Interactive Dance Floor

Our multi-media lighting and visual experts produce some of the finest luminaries in the industry.
We provide all of the interactive media design and production necessary to get the job done.
By offering the latest in LED and intelligent lighting systems, our events provide high impact and
multi-sensory interaction.

Do you need a dance floor? Do you want something different than a standard wooden dance floor?
ejthedj can give you a dance floor that your guests won’t stop talking about. Our LED Interactive
dance floor is one of a kind! The surface reacts to pressure to create lighting patterns you wouldn’t
believe. A Hologram dance surface is the perfect compliment to a spectacular lighting show.
The surface reflects all lighting that hits it in a spectrum of color! Our White dance floor works
with every décor and brings elegance to any venue.
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LOUNGES

VIDEO & PHOTO
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Let our photography and video department handle all of your multimedia needs. From a simple montage
to a fully edited, chaptered DVD or even an elaborate custom short film, our video department will
capture every memory of your event. Our professional photography packages range from simple digital
stills to stunning photo albums and beautiful prints.

Why hold your event in a night club when we can bring the night club to any venue. Create a VIP
lounge complete with Couches, Lighted Ottomans, High Top Tables, Stunning Lights, VIP Entrance
Sign and of course, Velvet Ropes. We will work with you to create a custom lounge that will have the
atmosphere of a posh NYC hot spot!
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Dance Dance Revolution
Arcade Style

Pinball Machines

Arctic Thunder

Who doesn’t like Air Hockey, Pinball Machines, or the latest XBOX and Wii games? Our list of
available arcade games goes on and on. Finding the perfect balance of additional activities is the
key to creating a fun and diverse atmosphere for children and adults alike!
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PHOTO NOVELTY

ARCADES
Basketball Toss

Put your “mug”
on a mug, mouse
pad or tote bag!
Superimpose yourself
on the cover of Time
Magazine. Go nuts in
our Coney Island style
Photo Booth.
Let the courteous
staff of professionals
at ejthedj capture
your next event and
turn it into a lifetime
of memories. We
can customize a
spectacular package
that will not only
meet but exceed your
expectations!
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CRAFTS

CASINOS
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Hit me! All in! Let it ride! Does it sound like fun? ejthedj offers authentic casino tables from your
favorite Las Vegas Hot Spots including Vegas Dice Throw, Slot Machines, Roulette, Black Jack, Money
Wheel, Texas Hold ‘em, Pit Bosses, Dealers, and Custom Casino Cash.

Crafts are a wonderful way to allow your guests to customize and take home a keepsake from your
event. Freeze you hand in time with Wax Hands, Custom Airbrush everything from a t-shirt to tattoos
or have our Caricature Artists create a hilarious version of you! We will work with you to design a craft
package that compliments your theme. ejthedj is always looking for the newest and the best so be
sure to contact us for great ideas!
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ART DEPARTMENT Our Art Department ensure the right look for all elements of design. From spectacular
renderings of logos to elaborate props, we have the creative eye to make your room extraordinary.
TASTY TREATS Smoothie Bar, M&M Wall, Flavored Popcorn, Cotton Candy, Mr. Softee, or a fully stocked
Coffee Truck to end the event. Plus much more can be arranged for your event.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

MULTI - TALENTS
Multi-talents are a great way to add something different and exciting to your event. Some of these
performers include Celebrity guest performers and impersonators, Living Statues, Tarot Card Reading,
Fire Eating, Cirque Du Soleil performers, roaming Magicians, Harlem Wizard Basketball shows, etc.

DÉCOR Our talented team of designers and theme specialists can assist in bringing any event to life.
Working together with our clients we can transform any space into an environment that is visually appealing
as well as aesthetically intriguing.
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701-6 Koehler Avenue
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
800.358.4335 toll free
631.348.7848 tel
631.348.7831 fax
info@ejthedj.com
ejthedj.com

